
Teagasc is tracking the hours worked by six 

dairy farmers throughout 2020. The six farmers 

are focused on making their farming more 

enjoyable and easier, and have been sharing 

their experiences of their farm practices weekly 

for the last three months (available on 

www.teagasc.ie). 

On average, they worked 57 hours per week 

over the spring period (February to April). All 

farms had help which amounted to, on average, 

12 hours per week; contractors also completed 

a number of tasks on all farms. 

 

“The most important labour-
efficient practice is compact 

calving; it’s now a basic 
requirement on this farm.  

I suppose I now just take it  
for granted, it has to be 
compact and that’s it.” 

According to Martina Gormley, Teagasc Dairy 

Specialist and project leader, the top four 

practices to reduce hours worked by these 

farmers were: a compact calving pattern; early 

turnout; selling non-replacement calves; and, 

having appropriate milking facilities. 

 
“Calving the cows together is 

great…but you need to be 
rested and organised.”

 

1. Calving pattern: while the national average 

figure for six-week calving rate is 65%, this 

group had 87% calved on average in six 

weeks this spring. All farmers acknowledged 

the intense workload at calving time, but 

highlighted the benefits as the June to 

January period becomes more streamlined, 

relaxed and with a predictable workload. 

2. Earlier turnout: getting cows to grass was a 

priority for these farmers, as it reduced the 
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yard work. Roadways and water were 

highlighted as the key infrastructural 

requirements to making this task easier, 

particularly in wet weather. 

3. Selling calves: early selling leads to more 

time to look after cows and allocate grass. 

Having a good relationship with calf buyers, 

built on fairness, and excellent early stage 

calf management, are key factors in selling 

calves earlier.  

4. Milking facilities: this group of farmers, 

on average, are milking eight rows of 

cows. Morning and evening milking time 

was set for all farms, with the aim to be 

finished work and be back in the house  

by 6.00pm. In spring, all farmers went 

back out to check the cows at 11.00pm. 

Morning milking started at 7.00am,  

while the evening milking began at 

4.30pm.  
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Summer scour syndrome in calves

Monitor your grass supply during June

Regardless of soil type and level of 

rainfall, the key objective over the 

coming weeks will be to maintain 

an adequate supply of high-

quality grass. At the time of 

writing, parts of the country are experiencing a soil 

moisture deficit (SMD), so monitoring grass supply 

is an essential task on farms in these areas. Equally, 

those who farm on “heavier” land will probably be 

growing more grass than normal, so monitoring 

grass supply will also be necessary.  

When the SMD goes beyond 25-30mm, grass 

growth rates will reduce. At 50mm SMD, grass 

growth is severely compromised. You can check the 

Summer scour in calves is a relatively new 

phenomenon, where calves start to scour 

profusely, become dehydrated and lose 

weight rapidly a few weeks after turnout to 

grass. Typically, the affected calves don’t 

respond to conventional treatment.  

Anecdotally, it is more commonly seen in 

calves turned out to excellent quality nitrogen 

(N)-rich grass.  

It is believed that an excessive intake of N 

(calves tend to browse from the top of the 

leaf, where non-protein N is concentrated) 

leads to ammonia toxicity and the resulting 

scouring and wasting in the calves. Those fed 

on coarser, more fibrous grass rarely suffer 

from the condition.  

Veterinary advice is to re-house affected calves 

and feed them with a good quality forage 

(silage/hay) and calf ration for a period of four 

to six weeks until they recover. Generally, 

affected calves can be returned to grass. 

Yearling cattle are not affected by the 

condition.  

Should your calves display such symptoms, 

talk to your vet and rule out other possible 

causes first before deciding on the best 

approach to take to reduce the incidence, and 

minimise the effects of the syndrome.
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There are more ways than ever to keep up to date with Teagasc. 

 

  The Dairy Edge           The Dairy Edge is the Teagasc dairy podcast, which is broadcast each 

Monday. You can listen to The Dairy Edge on iPhone/Android podcast 

apps or Spotify on your phone, as well as through the Teagasc website: 

www.teagasc.ie/thedairyedge.  

 

  Let’s Talk Dairy          Let’s Talk Dairy is the new Teagasc weekly webinar, which is broadcast on 

Thursday morning at 10.30am. Details of upcoming webinars (you can 

join live), plus recordings of previous broadcasts can be found at: 

www.teagasc.ie/letstalkdairy. 

 

  Teagasc Daily             Weekly management hints for dairy farmers available at: 

www.teagasc.ie/daily. 

 

  Grass10 weekly update This weekly grass bulletin contains up-to-date reports on grass growth 

and grass covers from PastureBase, along with timely management hints. 

It is available on the PastureBase homepage: www.pbi.ie. 

 

Staying up to date with Teagasc

SMD figures for your area on the Met Éireann 

website: www.met.ie.  

Here are some key points for grazing during a 

‘green’ drought (grass is growing but at a much 

lower rate than normal): 

1. Hold the rotation length to at least 20-25 

days. So if the grazing platform is 80 acres, 

then four acres is the maximum amount of 

ground that should be grazed in 24 hours. If 

there is not enough grass to feed the herd, 

then other feed options must be introduced to 

fill the gap. 

2. Match the growth to demand on the farm. If 

the farm is only growing 35kg DM/ha/day, the 

cows should not be eating more than 10kg 

grass DM/cow/day at a stocking rate of 3.5 

cows/ha. 

3. Introduce extra area into the rotation (if 

available): silage ground should be grazed if 

available, or heifer ground. 

4. Feed extra meal or feed high-quality round 

bale silage. 

5. Walk the farm weekly to monitor grass growth. 

6. Hold the average farm cover at or above 

500kg DM/ha. Do not run down the grass 

supply on the farm. Be proactive and make 

decisions early. Remember, grass will grow 

grass.



For further information on any issues raised in this newsletter, or to access other 
enterprise newsletters, please contact your local Teagasc adviser or see www.teagasc.ie.
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1. Calculate your break-even point – this is the 

point at which all cash income meets all cash 

expenses (farm plus non-farm). 

2. Develop a cash flow budget – remembering 

that any budget is better than no budget. 

3. Examine all costs – critically assessing how 

each cost contributes to the bottom line of 

the business. 

4. Ensure that funds are available or in place to 

finance capital expenditure – only invest in 

those items that will give a high return to the 

business. 

5. Keep in contact with your bank – review all 

current debt and ensure that the debt 

repayment period is appropriate for the 

business and the investment. 

If you require help in completing any of  
these exercises, you should talk with your 
accountant, farm financial advisor, or  
Teagasc advisor. 

Five steps to managing cash flow through 2020

HEALTH & SAFETY

Farm workplace deaths have risen sharply 

during May. This must motivate us all in the 

farming sector to redouble our efforts to cut 

accidents and the associated tragedies. This 

month we enclose a children’s safety 

newsletter ‘Jessy’s Smart Kids’.  

Please discuss it with your children to 

motivate safety actions. Also ask teachers to 

circulate with school apps and web messages 

from the link at the Teagasc website.  

A good idea is to have a ‘line’ to mark the 

boundary between household and farm, with 

a family agreement for children not to cross 

without permission.  

June is a high-risk month, due to farming 

activities with machinery and livestock. In 

particular, bulls are with herds, so it is vital to 

protect yourself. When in a field, use a vehicle 

as a mobile defence and always keep sight of 

the bull. 

Farm deaths rise
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Jessy’s Smart Kids.


